TRAINING EVOLUTION

TRAIN TO IMPROVE YOUR PERFORMANCE
TRAIN TO IMPROVE YOUR HEALTH

ABOUT US
Battle4Run is a company committed to the creation of
functional and innovative sports equipment. Since we
started, Battle4Run has strived to improve the quality of life
and functional performance of anyone who acquires any of
our products.
Founded by top level soccer professionals and based in
Madrid, Battle4Run has a highly specialized team and
guarantees European production with the capacity for
worldwide distribution.
Battle4Run machines have been conceived, designed, and
created in the context of real training. They simulate reallife movements that transfer to the action needs and highperformance requirements in any type of sport. We cannot
forget that everyday life can become the most demanding
sport.

Thus, our values as a company and a brand are based on

four basic pillars
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We fuse functionality with design and innovation.
We are committed to European manufacturing, and we are proud
to say that Battle4Run is a company MADE IN SPAIN.
Our customer service, sales, and after-sales services are
personalized and transparent. At Battle4Run we adapt to the needs
of each buyer.
At Battle4Run we create machines conceived from and for the reallife training needs of top-level athletes.

We have only been in the market for a short time, and we are growing
steadily. Battle4Run is driven by the scientific knowledge and
professional excellence of its founders and team. Our passion is to
improve the physical performance of our customers in sport and in life.

BATTLE THE ORIGINAL
Battle the original is the optimal solution for functional strength training, improving muscular
strength and coordination with an integrative approach. Battle develops strength through the
everyday movements we use in real life and sports routines. By adding resistance to elementary
actions such as sprinting, changes of direction, pull-ups and push-ups, our battle the original takes
functional training beyond anything you’ve ever experienced. Limited only by your imagination,
battle will become an essential tool in developing your training programs for maximum strength,
explosive power and fatigue resistance.

WHAT MAKES BATTLE THE ORIGINAL DIFFERENT
RESISTANCE PROVIDED

Battle allows the user to repeat
chained exercises/movements
with or without displacements of up to 23 meters, offering constant resistance
throughout. Resistance ranges from 4 to 56,5 kilograms distributed in 20
intensity levels. The mechanical design of Battle, together with the industrial
manufacturing process and rigorous quality control, guarantees a constant
resistance that will not deteriorate over time. This is an important aspect that
sets us apart from similar products on the market.

SPEED CONTROL

Speed control during each repetition is another
factor that differentiates Battle from its
competitors. It offers the possibility to train with speed control, guaranteeing
maximum effectiveness and efficiency during training. In addition, in the original
Battle version with Schneider display, it is possible to visualize the speed
decrease during repetitions, facilitating the control of the volume of work.
Battle the original works by means of a fixed resistance transmitted by a
23-meter, inextensible traction belt. The traction belt can be attached to various
accessories in order to apply the resistance to different parts of the user’s
body. Thus, Battle the original offers an incredible variety of resistance training
exercises. Every millimeter of the traction belt’s displacement is monitored,
and, at the end of each repetition, the machine gives feedback on maximal and
average speeds.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
MODEL: Battle the original

PLUG TYPE CONNECTION: C13

DIMENSIONS: 819 x 649 x 1012 mm

CONNECTION CABLE: Shucko a C13

PACKAGING DIMENSIONS: 900 x 700 x 780 mm

TRACTION BELT LENGTH: 23m

MACHINE WEIGHT WITH WEIGHT / WITHOUT BATTERY: 128 Kg

TRACTION BELT COLLECTION: Retractable

MACHINE WEIGHT WITHOUT WEIGHT: 100 kg

BREAK TYPE: Electromechanical

REMOVABLE WEIGHT: 28 Kg

TRANSPORTATION: Wheels and handlebars

BATTERY WEIGHT: 7,5 Kg

HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT: Side handles

VOLTAGE / POWER WATTS: 230V – 50 Hz / 20W

slider
Battle4Run is proud to launch a new high-quality product that
adheres to the brand’s philosophy: fusing functionality with
design and innovation. With Slider by Battle4Run, sliding takes
center stage.
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Battle4Run Slider allows you to easily perform a functional
workout with exercises carried out at maximum (or near
maximum) range of motion. Slider allows you to perform a
wide variety of exercises on one or two sliding platforms,
especially stressing the eccentric phase of the movements.

Slider’s design guarantees uniform sliding without speed
changes. It is a unique product that offers two movable
surfaces or platforms that can be independently fixed allowing
the use of one platform or both simultaneously. The platforms
can be used with or without pads to cushion delicate body
parts, such as the knees, elbows or hands.
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Slider allows the user to define the total range of
displacement through adjustable stopping mechanisms.
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Slider allows you to increase the resistance or inertia
of the movement through the use of mini elastic bands.
BAttle4Run Slider includes two mini bands exclusively
manufactured by Flexvit for Battle4Run. We are very
pleased to collaborate with a company known for quality,
adding excellence to our product.
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Slider is extremely easy to transport (it weighs less
than 20 kilograms) and stands out for its stability and
robustness (it can withstand up to 140 kilograms).

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
GUIDE PROFILE extruded in 6061 hardened T6 grade aluminum with silver anodized
surface treatment.
30x30 cm steel PLATFORMS with non-slip surfaces and handles.
Movement LOCKS under each platform to select desired end points.
40 Shore RUBBER FEET provide ultra-non-slip grip.
40 Shore RUN-END RUBBER STOPS quietly cushion the end of each run.
STOP RUN ADJUSTMENT limits platform travel distance during the exercise.
SEALED BEARINGS on each wheel keep dirt out and ensure smooth and quiet long-term
rolling.
MAINTENANCE: Slider does not need greasing.
STORAGE: Slider can be turned upside down and stored vertically.
Slider is a robust, silent, clean, grease and oil-free linear guidance system that does not need to be greased or lubricated. The selflubricating polyamide wheels provide smooth and silent motion. The platforms’ anti-tip system ensures safety and stability. The
slider can be used on slopes or inclined at different heights without the need for support under the lower central stop.

BATTLE4RUN
WWW.BATTLE4RUN.COM
INFO@BATTLE4RUN.COM
SALESMANAGER@BATTLE4RUN.COM

